
10-th Croatian National Mathematical Competition 2001

High School
Makarska, May 9–12, 2001

1-st Grade

1. Find all integersx for which 2x2− x−36 is a square of a prime number.

2. LetS be the center of a squareABCD andP be the midpoint ofAB. The linesAC
andPD meet atM, and the linesBD andPC meet atN. Prove that the radius of
the incircle of the quadrilateralPMSN equalsMP−MS.

3. Leta andb be positive real numbers. Prove the inequality
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4. Find all possible values ofn for which a rectangular board 9× n can be parti-

tioned into tiles of the shape

2-nd Grade

1. Letz 6= 0 be a complex number such thatz8 = z. What are the possible values of
z2001?

2. The excircle of a triangleABC corresponding toA touches the sideBC at K and
the raysAB andAC at P andQ, respectively. The linesOB andOC intersectPQ
at M andN, respectively. Prove that
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3. Let be given triples of integers(r j,s j,t j), j = 1,2, . . . ,N, such that for eachj,
r j,s j,t j are not all even. Show that one can find integersa,b,c such thatar j +
bs j + ct j is odd for at least 4N/7 of the indicesj.

4. On the coordinate plane is given a polygonP of area greater than 1. Prove that
there exist two different points(x1,y1) and(x2,y2) inside the polygonP such
thatx1− x2 andy1− y2 are both integers.
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3-rd Grade

1. LetO andP be fixed points on a plane, and letABCD be any parallelogram with
centerO. Let M andN be the midpoints ofAP andBP respectively. LinesMC
andND meet atQ. Prove that the pointQ lies on the lineOP, and show that it is
independent on the choice of the parallelogramABCD.

2. In a triangleABC with AC 6= BC, M is the midpoint ofAB and∠A = α, ∠B = β ,
∠ACM = ϕ and∠BCM = ψ . Prove that

sinα sinβ
sin(α −β )

=
sinϕ sinψ
sin(ϕ −ψ)

.

3. Numbers 1, 1
2, 1

3, . . . , 1
2001 are written on a blackboard. A student erases two num-

bersx,y and writes down the numberx + y + xy instead. Determine the number
that will be written on the board after 2000 such operations.

4. Let S be a set of 100 positive integers less than 200. Prove that there exists a
nonempty subsetT of S the product of whose elements is a perfect square.

4-th Grade

1. On the unit circlek with centerO, pointsA andB with AB = 1 are chosen and
unit circlesk1 andk2 with centersA andB are drawn. A sequence of circles
(ln) is defined as follows: circlel1 is tangent tok internally atD1 and tok1,k2

externally, and forn > 1 circle ln is tangent tok1 andk2 and toln−1 at Dn. For
eachn, computedn = ODn and the radiusrn of ln.

2. A piece of paper in the shape of a squareFBHD with sidea is given. PointsG,A
on FB andE,C onBH are marked so thatFG = GA = AB andBE = EC = CH.
The paper is folded alongDG,DA,DC andAC so thatG overlaps withB, andF
andH overlap withE. Compute the volume of the obtained tetrahedronABCD.

3. Let p1, p2, p3, p4 be four distinct primes, and let 1= d1 < d2 < · · · < d16 = n
be the divisors ofn = p1p2p3p4. Determine alln < 2001 with the property that
d9−d8 = 22.

4. Suppose that zeros and ones are written in the cells of ann×n board, in such a
way that the four cells in the intersection of any two rows andany two columns
contain at least one zero. Prove that the number of ones does not exceedn
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